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INTRODUCTION

A bockchain consists of a chain of blocks containing information. The chain 
is stored on nodes of computers that work collectively to maintain a shared 
ledger of information. The blocks record all transactions that take place in the 
system [1]. It is the basis of cryptocurrencies, of which the most famous is 
the Bitcoin [2-4]. Electronic cryptocurrencies are trusted and secure because 
encryption and validation are used to control the units and their transfer. 
Amendments can be made only according to a strict protocol.

The blockchain ledger is kept up to date on different nodes or computers. 
Bitcoin’s blockchain ledger, for instance, prevents errors and double-spend-
ing, and keeps continuous track of transactions securely [5-7]. The records 
are on linked blocks and stored on an encrypted digital ledger, spread across 
a network of synchronised replicated databases. Users can only update the 
block they have access to. The system works without a central administrator, 
but since control is spread across the network, there are no chances of error. 
Because of its unprecedented security, a currency has been created that is not 
controlled by a central bank [8-10].

Events are recorded in each block that is authenticated using a protocol 
of operation. This mechanism ensures that information stored on the block-
chain is trusted as reliable, since the network validates the blocks posted to 
the ledger as per the rules. The transaction data is thus replicated consistently 
across the network. Any mistake will be rejected as it will not be validated by 
the network [11-13].

The blockchain is said to be the most important creation since the advent 
of the Internet. Its design, based on a public, shared, tamperproof and trusted 
ledger, makes it open for a number of different applications. One such area is 
that of medical care [14-17].

BLOCKCHAIN IN MEDICAL CARE

The blockchain technology can be very helpful in integrating of health care 
information, which is currently scattered, with a range of service providers. 
Since it is a distributed network, blockchain-based systems can be useful for 
integration of several intermediaries in the medical care system. Such sys-
tems can be used in storing longitudinal patient histories that can be used 
by consumers, companies, and medical service providers [14,15]. One of its 
major advantages is interoperability among institutions and service providers. 
Blockchains can result in improved data integrity, decentralization and help in  
reducing transaction costs. They can also help in delivering precision med-
icine, improving patient care and outcomes, and the connecting medical  
records across a nation. This could be a boon in emergency situations as hos-
pitals can easily access data rather than collect medical histories from individ-
ual patients [16,18].

By combining these functions, blockchains can result in real-time patient 

monitoring and updating patient data by tracking different nodes using Inter-
net of Things (IoT). Combined with a database, it can be used by medical care 
providers and a range of intermediaries. In this way, it allows for quick way 
of accessing patient records across service providers, thereby reducing costs, 
and improving collaboration between health institutions [1].

Blockchains can form the basis of Health Information Exchange (HIE) and 
the Integrating the Health care Enterprise (IHE) [19]. Further, by linking the  
system across functions such as insurance companies, financial and opera-
tional services, revenue cycles and supply chains, back-office data input and 
maintenance costs can be significantly reduced [20]. Data accuracy and secu-
rity are added benefits. Countries could ultimately develop their nation-wide 
health information systems based on a seamless sharing of data. The bene-
fits of integrating the medical network will also yield low cost solutions and  
virtual health systems in the long run. In summary, blockchain technology can 
be used in several key data-driven healthcare areas, including health care re-
cords, health claims, interoperability, patient access, and supply chains [21,22].

Health Care Records
Blockchains allow collection of health records of a patient’s lifetime. This lon-
gitudinal data can be stored on blocks, which can yield invaluable insight not 
only with regard to individual patients but for various population segments. 
A distributed network can be used to improve care coordination among vari-
ous services providers. For instance, a futuristic scenario has been described 
in which a technician can simply swipe patients’ interactive wristbands to get 
their medical history. This would be of great help in medical emergencies,  
because as soon as the wristband is used, the patient’s details are broadcast in 
real-time to the hospital and doctor, who use the blockchain to obtain access 
health care accounts with the details as recorded by the attending technician. 
Using IoT, wearable sensors make medical care seamless no matter where 
the patient is. Furthermore, by combining health data from mobile applica-
tions with genomics can yield invaluable information about sub-populations 
who may be susceptible to a particular disease or who respond to certain 
kinds of treatment [23]. 

Health Claims
Another area for seamless integration is the area of health claims and insur-
ance. Such claims, linked to a blockchain, can be easily and quickly processed, 
saving time and cost. Interoperability standards and application programming 
interfaces can provide an almost real-time claim settlement since patients’ 
bank and health savings accounts would be linked through the blockchain 
[1,24].

Interoperability
Health care records are traditionally disjointed and stored in silos of service 
providers. This is because Electronic Health Records (EHRs) were generated 
on an episode basis without taking into account linkages required for lifetime 
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records or different service providers, and hence suffer from a lack of link-
ages, common architectures and standards [25]. There is also no system of 
transfer of patients’ information among stakeholders and even to the patient. 
Thus, a patient’s common clinical data cannot be updated in a central pool 
each time a medical service is provided. Interoperability is of great help that 
will help patients and medical service providers alike. Data interoperability  
allows systems that support population health initiatives, and the blockchain 
can be used to collect massive amounts of patient data to aid such large-scale 
initiatives [26].

Patient Access
Another benefit of an open ledger is that patients also gain access to their own 
medical records. This depends on health care data interoperability, which can 
be achieved after meeting regulatory and legal requirements. In addition, a 
health care blockchain can be linked to the latest medical research to help sug-
gest the latest treatments for patients. Patients could thus be better informed 
and discuss the best treatment with their doctors based on research rather 
than accepted methods. The blockchain technology is thus useful for health 
care data interoperability by creating secure and trusted health record data, 
linking transactional data, and providing access to patients and recording their 
consent [17,27].

Supply Chains
Blockchains can also link patients, service providers, and institutions to supply 
chains to monitor real-time tracking and execution. Consumers can get infor-
mation about the quality, sources, and side effects of ingredients of the drugs 
they are prescribed [15,16]. This could ultimately lead to better productivity 
and quality control over the supply chain. A blockchain-enabled supply chain 
can track the goods right to the manufacturer, and also manage payments  
between sellers and buyers, thereby reducing overhead costs and by eliminat-
ing human error [17,28]. 

SUMMARY

The blockchain technology has wide applications in health care. It may well 
lead to integrated health care data, which in turn with help countries to build 
their national health systems. There is little doubt that blockchains will be used 
in healthcare in a variety of ways. We believe that the blockchain will do to the 
medical system what the Internet did to media.
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